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Introduction
Let m be a fixed positive integer, and let Fm denote the complete plane curve over
the complex number field C with projective equation

This is called the Fermat curve of exponent m over C. Let Jm denote the
Jacobian of Fm.
The object of this paper is to give a characterization of the endomorphism
ring End(J.) of Jm when m is relatively prime to 6. To do this, we first determine
EndO(Jm) End(Jm) Q Q, and the action of Aut(Fm) on H1(Fm) H1(Fm(C), Z).
Rohrlich has shown in the appendix of [9] that the latter homology group is a
cyclic module over a suitable (commutative) integral group ring. End0(Jm) turns
out to be a quotient ring of Q[Aut(Fm)]. To prove this, we use the results of
Koblitz-Rohrlich in [11]. We then use the fact that for a non-singular projective
curve X over C with Jacobian Jx,
=

=

to write down necessary and sufficient conditions for an element of

End°(Jm) to

be in End(Jm). In particular, we find examples of endomorphisms of Jm which are
not induced from elements of the integral group ring Z[Aut(Fm)].
Fixing a primitive m-root 03B6 of unity in Q, G Aut(Fm) is generated by:
=

The natural

homomorphism

*Present address of author.

G ~

Aut(Jm) gives

rise to
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For each

integer k 0,

we

let

Let T be the left-sided ideal of the group ring Q[G] generated by the following
elements: I0(03C3), I0(03C303C4), I0(03C3-103C4), I0(03C303C4), I0(03C3-103C4)(1+l), I0(03C3t2)(1 + ip), I0(03C3203C4)(1 + ip - 1).
We will prove, in Sections 1 and 2,

THEOREM A. The sequence

is exact.

and

G

Moreover, Ker(03A6)

=

T is the two-sided ideal

of Q[G] generated by 10(u)

I0(03C3-103C4)(1+ 1).

In Section 3, we study the singular homology group
on it. Let 1: [o,1] ~ Fm(C) denote the one-simplex

H1(Fm) and the action of

where the m th root is the real m th root, and a = -1 if m is odd but
primitive 2mth root of unity if m is even. Let g denote the one-cycle

a

is

a

and

Denoting

the

subgroup of G generated by

u

and r

by Gm,

H1(Fm) is a cyclic Z[Gm]-module with
homology, i(g) = -g and p(g) g.

PROPOSITION B.

Furthermore,

Using

in

we

g

have
as a

generator.

=

Theorem A and

Proposition B,

we

prove that:

THEOREM C. Let X, Y, Z, X, f, ~ Q[Gm].
and I0(03C303C4) by J, then

Denoting the ideal of Q[Gm]

generated by I0(03C3), I0(03C4)
if and only if, for all

r and

s

in

Z/mZ,

The next theorem shows that there are endomorphisms
when m is relatively prime to 6. Let

03A6(Z[G])

of Jm which are not in
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THEOREM D

is not in

In
we

03A6(Z[G]). However,

particular, since the restriction of 03A6 to Q[Gm, p] is surjective when m
following theorem.

=

5,

have the

THEOREM E. When m

=

5,

we

have

1. The kernel ouf (D

With the exception of Lemma 1.1, let m be relatively prime to 6. We also assume
m &#x3E; 3. In this section, we prove that the kernel of 03A6 is the left-sided ideal T of
Q[G] defined in the Introduction. Let A=I0(03C3), B=I0(03C4), C=I0(03C303C4),
D=I0(03C3-103C4), E=I0(03C303C42)(1 + ip) and F=I0(03C303C42)(1 + i p2) be in Q[G].
LEMMA 1.1. T c
Proof. Since the

Ker(03A6).
following relations hold in Q[G]: 03C1A03C1-1= B, 03C1B03C1-1= C,
03C1D03C1-1 =E, 03C1E03C1-1=F, and Ker(O) is a two-sided ideal in Q[G], it suffices to
show that A and B are in Ker(03A6).
Let X be the plane curve u + vm + 1 = 0 and h: F m --+ X be the morphism
h(x, y)=(-xm, y). The induced homomorphism h*: JX ~ Jm on Jacobians is the
zero map since X has genus zero. Since h is a cyclic covering with 03C3&#x3E; as Galois
group,

we

have

0.
Next, we consider the curve Y Fm1,1, -2 , with singular equation ym=x(1-x).
It is hyperelliptic with i:(x,y)~(1-x,y) as its hyperelliptic involution.
Let ~:Fm ~ Y be the canonical projection (f)’;,l, - 1. Composing the
Hence

03A6(A)

=

=

homomorphisms

obtain the
that 4jD) = 0.

we

endomorphism 03A6(D)

of lm. Since

l* =-1

in

End(Jy),

we

have
D
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Fm is the Fermat curve X’ + Ym+Zm = 0 defined over Q. Let x X/Z and
Y/Z. A basis for the complex vector space H°(Fm, 03A91) is the set
=

y

=

LEMMA 1.2. Let 03B1 ~Z[Gm] be such that 03A6(03B1)*wr,s 0 for all wr,s ~E H0(Fm, 03A91).
Then a E J, where J is the ideal of the group ring Q[GmJ generated by A, B and C.
Proof. Let a = f(u,1:), where f(x,y)~Z[x,y]. Since (03C3k03C4l)*wr,= 03B6rk+slwr,s,
03A6(03B1)*wr,s 0 for all w,,s implies that for 0 r, s, r + s m,
=

=

f(03BEr,03BEs)

=

0.

(1.1)

Let (a, b) be a pair of positive integers with a, b
m and a + b ~ m. Let C ~ Z be
such that 0 c m and a + b + c km, where k
1 or k 2. If k
1, (1.1)
holds for (r, s) = (a, b). Suppose k = 2. Then (m-a)+(m-b)+(m-c)=m, whence
(m - a) + (m - b) m. Therefore f(03BE-a,03BE-b) =0. Applying the automorphism in
Gal(Q(Ç)/Q) which sends 03B6 to (-l to the latter equation, we obtain f(ca, Cb) 0.
Let 1 be the ideal of Q[x, y] generated by Io(x), IO(y) and Io(xy). The ring
R = Q[x, y]/1 is a product of fields (hence reduced), since it is a quotient of
Q[x,y]/(xm-1, Ym-1). Let
=

=

=

=

=

Then

By Hilbert’s
aEJ.

Nullstellensatz, f E I.[x, y]

n

Q[x, y]

=I. It follows that

n

Proceeding in the same way as we did in proving Lemma 1.2, we can prove the
following lemma.
LEMMA 1.3. Let 03B1 ~ Z[Gm] be such that 03A6(03B1)*wr,s = 0
with r 1= s, 2r + s 1= m and r + 2s 1= m. Then
aEJ

+

for

all

wr,s ~H0(Fm,03A91)

(I0(03C3-103C4), I0(03C303C42), I0(03C32t)).

We devote the remaining space in this section to determine
Let U, Y, W, X, Y, Z E Z[Gm] and

be such that for all wr,s E HO(F

m’ 03A91),

Ker(03A6).
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We choose

From

or

(1.2),

polynomials U, Y, W, X, Y, Z E Z[x, y]

it follows that wr,s is annihilated

equivalently,

When r 1= s,

r

+

for all

(r, s) E Z’ with 0

2s 1= m and 2r

such that

by

r, s,

r

+ s

m,

+ s ~ m, the set

is a linearly independent subset of HO(F m’ 03A91). Hence, from (1.3), Û, ï::
X,
and Z vanish at (03BEr, (S) whenever 0 r, s, r + s m, r ~ s, r + 2s ~ m and
2r + s ~ m. In other words, for these pairs (r, s),

When

r

= s,

(1.3) implies

that

Since {Wr,r, Wr,m - 2r, Wm - 2r,rl is a linearly independent subset of H0(Fm, 03A91)
virtue of the fact that m is coprime to 3), we have for 0 r (m-1)/2,

By considering (1.3) in the cases when r

+ 2s

=

m

and 2r +

s

=

m,

we

(by

obtain

fororm, and

for 0 r m, respectively.
Let J be the ideal of Q[GmJ generated by I0(03C3), I0(03C4), I0(03C4), I0(03C3-103C4)), I0(03C303C42)
and 1 o( Ul-r). We fix a basis f a 1, ... , 03B1lo} over Q for the ideal J generated by I0(03C3),
I0(03C4) and I0(03C3t). Then we choose a basis
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for

J/J,

where each

Pi’ yj, 03B4k ~ Gm.

We note that

Q-basis for J.
Lemma 1.3 applied to (1.4) gives U, V, W, X, Y,
we can write in a unique way:
is

a

where the

À,j,a’S, Àj,p’s, 03BBj,03B3’s and À,j,,,’S are in Q.

Z E J. Using the basis in (1.8),

We will write

Thus

We write similar
Consider

expressions for V, W, X,

Y and Z

as we

did for U in

(1.9).

U - X annihilates wr,r . Since each of I0(03C303C42) and I0(03C3203C4) annihilates w,,,,
so does (U1- X1)I0(U-103C4). In addition, I0(03C3-103C4) annihilates all wr,r with r 1= s.
Thus (U1-X1)I0(03C3-1T) annihilates all wr,s~H0(Fm,03A91). By Lemma 1.2,
U1-X1)I0(U-103C4)~J. By definition of U1 and X1, we have U1 = X1.
We can similarly prove the following equalities: U2 Y2, U3 = Z3, Vi Yl ,

By (1.5),

=

V2 = Z2, V3 = X3, W1= Z1, W2 = X2, W3 = Y3. Therefore, ~ is equal

=

to

Together with Lemma 1.1 and the following relations in the group G: 03C103C303C1-1=03C4,
03C103C403C1-1=(03C303C4)-1=03C1-103C303C1, i03C1i-1=03C1-1, we have proved that T=Ker(03A6).
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2.

Isogeny classes

As before, Fm is the Fermat curve Xm+ Ym+Zm= 0 defined over Q, and x
and y = Y/Z.
Let r, s, t ~Z with 0 r, s, t m and r + s + t = 0 (mod m). Then

=

X/Z

is a differential form of the second kind on Fm . The forms wr,s,t are eigenforms for
the action of Gm : (03C3j03C4k)*Wr,s,t 03B6rj+sk wr,s,t,.Since the characters on (Z/m Z)2 are
=

mutually distinct,
is

a

basis of the deRham

cohomology H1DR(Fm). In

the

Hodge splitting

H1DR(Fm) H0(Fm, 03A91) e H1(Fm, O),
H0(Fm, 03A91) has 03A91 {wr,s,t~03A9|r + s + t m}

as a basis.
has
CM
variety A/K
by a commutative ring R if there
is given a homomorphism R~Endk(A) such that HDR(A) becomes a cyclic
R 0 K-module. Let K
Q(Q. Then Jm/K has CM by Z[Gm], with the map
=

=

We say that

an

abelian
=

induced by the inclusion Gm ~ AutK(Fm).
Let SE Sm be the class of (a, b, c), where a, b, c ~ Z, 0 a, b, c
a + b + c = m. We first consider the case when (m, a, b, c) = 1.
F’:,b,e Fm/~03C3b03C4-a~ has irreducible equation

m

and
Then

=

and

descends to

a

Z[Gm/~03C3b03C4-a~].
Z[Gm/~03C3b03C4-a~].

basis of eigenforms for H6R(J’S) under the action of
Hence the Jacobian Jms=Jma,b,c of Fma,b,c has CM by

fm(x) denote the m th cyclotomic polynomial over Q, and let a be any
generator of the cyclic group Gm/~03C3b03C4-a~. We define AmS=(Jma,b,c)new to be the
abelian variety obtained as a quotient of JS by the abelian subvariety fm(03B1)Jms.
In general, if d (m, a, b, c) m/m’, we let a’ = a/d, b’ = b/d, c’ = c/d, and define
Let

=

=
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Then it is well-known that the

is

an

composition

isogeny over Q: J m --+ nSeSm A’
E Sm, we say that SI and S2 are equivalent (written Sl - S2) if AmS1
isogeneous. If [S] denotes the equivalence class of S ~ Sm, we set

For S1,S2
and AmS2 are

Am[S] is well-defined up to the order of the factors. Let 03BBm[S] be the homomorphism

Q[G]~End0(Am[S]).
Then

03BBm[S] factors through the image of

Let us fix some terminology. (1) If R is a ring, then 0394n(R) is the subspace of the
ring of (n x n)-matrices Mn(R) with entries in R consisting of the diagonal
matrices. (2) If r1, ..., rn ~ R, let 0394(r1, ..., rn) be the diagonal matrix (ri,j) e 0394n(R)
for which ri,i ri for all i. (3) Let In be the multiplicative unit of Mn(R). (4) If A is
a simple abelian variety, then we associate to an endomorphism ~ of A" the
matrix U, E Mn(End(A)) if on closed points,
=

(5)

Let A and B be abelian varieties

of

degree n. Then there is
multiplication by n on

F~: End0(A) ~ End°(B),

a

field F, and let lp: A -B be an isogeny
such that ~ = nA is
induces the canonical isomorphism

over a

unique isogeny :B~A

A. lp
which sends

aE

End(A)

to

n-1(~03B1).

Case 1. As is non-simple.
In this case [11], S is the class of a permutation of (1,w, -(1+w)), where
w ~ Z/m Z satisfies (a) w2+w+1=0, or (b) w2 = 1 and w ~ ± 1.
In subcase (a), Am[S]=Am1,w,w2 x Am1,w2,w. Let L=K~w~. Then Am1,w,w2 is isogeneous to a cube of a simple abelian variety B with CM by the ring of integers
(9,, and the homomorphism

surjective [13]. Since i(03C3w03C4-1)l-1=(03C3w203C4-1)w in Aut(Fm), i induces an
isomorphism Fm1,w2,2 ~ Fm1,w,w2. Consider the isogeny f, which is the composition

is
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We claim that Ff03BBm[S]: Q[G] ~ M6(L) is
sends i, I0(03C303C4-w2), I0(03C303C4-w) to

surjective. This is the case because Ff03BBm[S]

respectively (where U1 and U2 are units in M3(OL)), and 03A61 fs surjective.
In subcase (b), Am[S]
Am1,w,-(1+w) x Am1,w. Since
=

is

a

surjective [13],

and p E Aut(Fm) induces the

isomorphisms

proof similar to the one given above for subcase (a) shows that 03BBm[S] is surjective.
We have shown that
1 and

LEMMA 2.1.

If (m, S)

Case 2.

simple and FS

AmS

is

=

is

AS

is

non-simple,

then

03BBm[S]

is

surjective.

hyperelliptic.

the results of Coleman [2]: S is the class of a permutation of
Here,
Since
the 3 distinct permutations of (1, 1, - 2) give rise to 3 distinct
(1, 1, - 2).
classes in Sm, we have Am[S]=Am1,1,-2 x Am1,-2,1 x Am
we use

If (m, S) =1 and AS is simple and FS hyperelliptic, 03BBm[S] is surjective.
Proof. 03C3 E Aut(Fm) induce isomorphisms

LEMMA 2.2.

Thus

identify Am[S]=Am1,-2,1 x Am-2,1,1 x Am1,1,-2
isomorphism (1 x p x 03C12). Consider the composition
we

where we identify End(Am1,-2,1) with
follows from the following:

with

(Am1,-2,1)3

via the

Z[(] by mapping a to 03B6. That Â is surjective

Case 3. AmS is simple and Fs is non-hyperelliptic.
Then S is the class of (a, b, c), where a, b and
Z/mZ - {0} with a + b + c = 0, and

c are

distinct elements in
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We

identify Am[S] with

and fix

an

(Ama,b,c)6 via the isomorphism

isomorphism End(Ama,b,c)~Z[03B6]. Consider

the

composition

We have

Also, there exists an a E G. such that a has exact order m in Aut(F m) £; Aut(Jm)
1. Hence, A6(K) £; Im(03BB) ~ M6(K).
since (m, S)
Furthermore, there are units aj and bj in Z[(] such that
=

Finally,

we

note that

M6(K)

is the direct

sum

of the

subspaces
D

Hence, À is surjective.
LEMMA 2.3.

If (m, S)

=

1, As

is

simple and FS

is

non-hyperelliptic, then 03BBm[S]

is

surjective.
We note that for any

induces

an

positive divisor

M of m, the

morphism

isomorphism

Together with this observation, Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 imply 03BBm[S] is surjective
S ~ Sm. In what follows, we will prove that : Q[G] ~ End0(Jm) is
surjective. The isogeny ~:Jm~03A0[S]~Sm/~Jm[S] induces an isomorphism F~ be-

for any
tween

End°(Jm) and 03A0[S]~Sm/~ End0(Am[S]).

For each

Consider

S’~[S], let g(S’) ~ Gm be such that FS.

Since each À1lk, is suriective. F is suriective.

F = F~03A6=(03BBm[S])[S]~Sm/~.
=

Fm/~g(S’)~.

Then
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3. The kernel

of lp

Throughout this section, let m p be a prime. By Pic functoriality, we have from
the canonical projection Fp ~ FPS, the homomorphism (~PS): JpS ~ Jp. Then
(~ps)* is the dual homomorphism to (~PS)*, and
=

are

dual

homomorphisms by

the next lemma.

Let f : A ~ B and g : A - C be homomorphisms of abelian varieties.
Then, identifying (B x C)^ with x , the dual of (f,g): A~B x C is

LEMMA 3.1.

+:

~.

LEMMA 3.2.

Denoting the

deg(q» deg(p) p9.
Proof The proof of the
=

genus

of Fp by g, ~

-

p and

=

lemma

can

be found in

Let £f be a line bundle on an abelian variety A
Tx be the translation by x map, and let

03A6L: A

=

Corollary

over

3.8 of

[12].

C. For a point x

Â, x ~ isomorphism class of T*xL (8) !e-l

in

on

D

A, let

Pic(A).

Then ~L is a homomorphism between A and its dual A ([14], Section 8).
Mumford ([14], Section 23) defined a skew-symmetric bihomomorphism

where

K(L) Ker(~L),

is the Weil

=

en-pairing

with the property that if

on

A, then

imply

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A and B be principally polarized abelian varieties, and
let ç : A ~ B be an isogeny which respects the principal polarizations of A and B. If
Ker(~) ~ A[n] and the order of A[n] is the square of the order of Ker(~), then
Ker(~) and Ker(p) are maximal isotropic subgroups in regard to the respective
Weil en-pairings.
Proof Let M be a line bundle on B associated to a theta divisor aB of B, and
let L = cp* Ji. Then L is a line bundle on A associated to a theta divisor on A,
and Ln ~ ~*(Mn). Applying the corollary to Theorem 2 in Section 23 of [14],
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Since the order of A[n] is the square of Ker(~), from (3.1), (3.2) and Theorem 4 in
Section 23 of [14], we conclude that Ker(~) is a maximal isotropic subgroup of
A[n] with respect to the Weil en-pairing.
The dual (p of ~ respects the principal polarizations of B and A, and Ker()
has the same order as Ker(~). Therefore the same argument as above shows that
D
Ker() is maximal isotropic with respect to the Weil en-pairing on B.
The

following corollary

answers a

question of Rohrlich.

COROLLARY 3.4. The kernel of ~: Jp~03A0S~Sp JpS is a maximal isotropic subof Jp[p] with respect to the Weil ep-pairing on Jp. The same result holds for
the kernel of ¡p.
Proof. The homomorphism Jp ~ Jp1,r,-(1+r) respects the principal polarizations of J p and Jp1,r,-(1 +r) since it is induced from the covering Fp ~ Fp1,r,-(1 +r) by
Albanese functoriality. Therefore cp respects the principal polarizations of A = Jp
and B = 03A0p-2r=2 Jp1,r,-(1+r). The corollary is then a direct application of
D
Proposition 3.3.
group

LEMMA 3.5. Consider the

homomorphism

Then p2 End(Jp[S]) ~ 03BB(Z[G]).
Proof. For each [S] E Sp, as noted in Section 2, there is an element as e Z[Gp]
for which 03BBp[S](03B1S) = p and 03BBp[S’](03B1S) = 0 for [S] 1= [S’]. If we re-examine the proof to
establish the surjectivity of 03BBp[S], we see that p End(Jp[S]) ~ 03BBP[S]Z[G]). Hence it
follows that

This

completes

the

proof of the lemma.

D

Let ~ : A ~ B be an isogeny with kernel K of exponent m. Given a E End(A),
there is a unique f3 E End(B) such that ~ 03B1 = n03B2 ~ ~ a(n A 1(K)) ~ K. Thus given
a E End(A), there is a unique f3 E End(B) for which q5m’oc
mB03B2~. Thus implies
that
=

F~: End0(A) ~ End’(B)
maps m End(A) into

End(B).

PROPOSITION 3.6. p2 End(Jp) ~ 03A6(Z[G]).
Proof. Applying Maschke’s theorem ([5], Theorem 3.14) to the exact sequence in Theorem A, there is an idempotent e E Q[G] such that (1) T = Q[G]e,
(2) the map f : Q[G] ~ T x End0(Jp), X ~ (Xe, 03A6(X)) is an isomorphism. Clearly
03A3=Z[G]e x End (Jp) is a Z-order in E Q Q, f(Z[G]) ~ E, and with the
identification f, 03A6 becomes the projection map T x End0(Jp) ~ EndO(J p),
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Y Since G has order 6p2, E is contained in (6p2)-1Z[G]. Applying 03A6,
obtain End(Jp) c (6p2)-103A6(Z[G]). Maintaining the notation of Lemma 3.5,
we have 03BB
F~03A6. The remarks preceding the lemma together with Lemmas 3.2
and 3.8 imply

(X, Y) ~
we

=

Hence, p3 End(Jp) is contained in 03A6(Z[G]). The g.c.d. of 6p2 and p3 is p2, and the

proposition follows.

4.

0

Singular homology of Fermat curves

It is known

(see

the

appendix in [9]) that H,(F.(C), Z) is a cyclic module

over

Z[Gm] with

as a

generator. Hence 9

as

defined in

Proposition

B is also

a

generator.

By Lemma 1.1,
A, B,

C ~ AnnZ[Gm](H1(Fm(C), Z)),

where A, B, C are as defined in Section 1.
We will determine, in what follows, generators for this ideal of Z[G.].
A special case of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 is that the ideal J of Q[ G mJ generated by
A, B, C has dimension (3m - 2) as a vector space over Q. Fix a basis
{A1, ...,A3m-2} for J and extend it to a basis {A1, ..., A3m-2, B1, ..., Bl} of
Q[Gm], where l+3m-2=m2. Then {B1g, ..., Blg} spans H1(Fm(C, Q)) over Q,
and is therefore a basis because the genus of Fm is 1/2. In particular, the
annihilator of H1(Fm(C), Q) over Q[Gm] is J.
Let A
03A3’ 03C403C3-s~Q[Gm], where the sum Z’ is taken over (r, s) with 0 r, s,
r + s m - 2. We note that 1 - u is a unit in the ring R
Q[03C3]/(I0(Q)) and that
(1 03C3-1)0394 = I0(03C4) - 03C3I0(03C303C4) in Z[Gm]. Thus, in
=

=

The latter inclusion induces

By definition of A, there is

a

an

epimorphism

surjective mapping

between free Z-modules of rank 21. Therefore, the latter map is
and we have

an

isomorphism
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PROPOSITION 4.1. The annihilator of the
ideal of Z[Gm] generated by Io(u) and A.
It follows that

{03C3r03C4sg|0

r

m -

Z[Gm]-module H1(Fm(C),Z)

2, 0 s

m -

31

is

a

is the

Z-basis of

H1(Fm(C),Z).
We recall that

HO(F m’ 03A91) is spanned by

To prove that
in

homology is equivalent

to

showing

that

and

for all r, s

1 and

r

+ s m - 1, i.e. that

and

for all r, s as stated above.
If B(u,v) =~10 tu-1(1- t)v-1 dt is the classical beta function, we have by
Rohrlich’s calculations in [9] that equations (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent to

and

respectively. (4.3) is trivially

true.

(4.4) follows from the identity
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5.

Endomorphisms,

1

03A6(03B1)~End(Jm if and only if, for all r, s ~ Z/mZ, a(urtrg)EH1(Fm(C),Z),
where g is as defined in Proposition B. Since p(g) = g and i(g) = - g, Theorem C
Then

follows.

Ik(T) ~ Z[T] and Wc- Q[G., p] be as defined in the Introduction. Let
w
(D(W) E End0(Jm). The rest of this section is devoted to showing that w is in
End(Jm) but not in 03A6(Z[G]).
Let

=

Since

it follows,

using Leibnitz’s

LEMMA 5.1. When 0

rule for derivatives and

k m,

LEMMA 5.2. Let F be

induction, that

(1 - T)Ik(T) = - (m k) Tm + TIk-1(T).

arbitrary field, and let 0 be the element
(1-03C3)(1-03C4)(1-03C303C4) of the group ring F[Gm]. Then dimF KerF(03B8)=3m-2, where
KerF(O) iS the annihilator of 0 in F[Gm].
Proof. Let X = E ar,s03C3r03C4s ~ F[Gm]. X is in Ker F( u-1) if and only if ar,s ar+ 1,s
for all (r, s). Thus KerF(03C3-1)=I0(03C3)F[Gm] has dimension m over F. The same is
true if u is replaced by r or Js. X is in Ker F( u- 1) and (03C4-1)F[Gm] if and only
if ar,s = ar+1,s for all (r, s), and 03A3s ar,s=0 for all r. For such an X, all the ar,s’s are
uniquely determined once the ao,s’s are known for 0 s m - 1. So
an

=

have dimensions m -1 and

(m2-m)-(m-1) over F. Furthermore,

has dimension

Therefore,

is

equal

Finally,

to

we

note that X is in

Ker(03C303C4-1) and (03C3-1)(03C4-1)F[Gm]

if and

only

if
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ar,s = ar+1,s+1 for all (r, s), and 03A3r ar,s = 0 for all s. For such an X, all the
uniquely determined if ao,s (0 s m - 2) are known. Therefore

have dimensions m-1 and

ar,s’s are

m2-((m-1)2-(m-1))=3m-2 respectively.

D

LEMMA 5.3. Maintaining the notation of Lemma 6.2, KerF(03B8) is the ideal of
F[Gm] generated by I0(03C3), I0(03C4), I0(03C303C4) and I1(Q)I1(03C4).
Proof. Let J 1, Jl and J3 be the principal ideals of F[Gm] generated by I0(03C3),
I0(03C4) and I0(03C303C4) respectively, and let JF = 03A33l=1 Jl. We claim that JF has
dimension 3m-2 and 3m - 3 depending on whether m is relatively prime to the
characteristic of F or not. We fix the bases {03C4rI0o(03C3)}, {03C3rI0(03C4)}, {03C3rI0(03C303C4)}. where r
ranges between 0 and m-1 inclusive in each case, for JI, J2 and J3 respectively.
Let

be in J1 n J2, where each ar, br E F. By comparing the coefficients of
all r. Hence, J 1 n J2 is F.I0(03C3)I0(03C4), and

is

F-basis for
Let ar, bs, cr ~

an

(J 1 + J2).
F be such

’Cr, ar

=

ao for

that

the coefficients of u’7:k and 03C3r03C4m-1, where 0
m-1, we obtain ar + bk = Cr-k and ar = Cr+1.

Comparing

k

m - 2 and

In

r
particular,
cm-1= am-1 + b0 = c0 + b0. By induction, Cm-k=C0+kb0 for 1 k m. If m is
prime to the characteristic of F, we conclude that (J1 + J2) ~ J3 = F. I0(03C3)I0(03C4)
and JF has dimension 3m - 2.
Let m be a multiple of the characteristic of F. Then, maintaining the notation
of the previous paragraph, Y = (c0I0(03C3)-b0I1(03C3))I0(03C303C4), since Cr = Cm-(m-r) =
co + (m - r)bo. Thus,
0

Since KerF((03C3-1)(03C4 - 1)) and (J1 + J2) have the same dimension (see the proof of
Lemma 5.2), and the latter is contained in the former, they are equal. By Lemma
5.1, I1(03C3)I0(03C303C4) is annihilated by (03C3-1)(03C4-1). Hence, (Jl+Jl)nJ3 equals
F. I0(03C3)I0(03C4) ~ F.I1(03C3)I0(03C303C4), JF has dimension 3m - 3 and a basis

{03C4rI0(03C3), 03C3sI0(03C4), 03C3tI0(03C303C4)|0 r m-1, 0 s m-2, 0 t m-3}.
By Lemma 5.2, 0 annihilates Z=I1(03C3)I1(03C4).

We claim that Z is not in

JF.
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Suppose,

on

the contrary, that

Then a contradiction follows
for 0 r m -1 and 1 s
calculation.

of 03C3r, 03C4s, 03C3m-203C4m-1
of this routine
1.
omit
the
details
We
m -

by comparing the coefficients

n

Let A be the ring Z[Gm]/(J n Z[Gm]). We recall (Proposition 4.1) that the
ideal J n Z [Gm] is generated by I o(6) and A 03A3’ 03C4r03C3-s, where the X’ is taken over
(r, s) with 0 r, s, r + s m - 2. Under the homomorphism Z[Gm] ~ Z[r], in
which J - 1 and 03C4 ~ s, the elements I0(03C3) and A are mapped onto m and f(03C4)
respectively, where
=

Then

and

By symmetry,

By

Lemma

5.1,

in A. We conclude that

LEMMA 5.4. Let XEQ[GmJ. Then X ~ Z[Gm] +J if and only if 03B8X~Z[Gm].
Proof. Let 1 be a prime. Suppose that Y IX E Z[Gm], and OX E Z[Gm]. Then
0 Y l(OX) ~ 0 (mod 4. By Lemma 5.3 and the remark before Lemma 5.4,
=

=

Assume

now

that

ln-1 X ~ Z[Gm] + J.

Choose Z ~ J such that ln-1(X - Z) ~ Z[Gm]. Also
03B8(X - Z) = 03B8X ~ Z[Gm]. By induction hypothesis, X - Z ~ Z[Gm] + J. Hence we
have proved that if lnX~Z[Gm] and 03B8X ~ Z[Gm], then X ~ Z[Gm] + J.
Then
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We can now prove the following statement by induction on k (k~Z0): if
kX e Z[GJ and 0X e Z[GJ, then X e Z[GJ + J, since we know it to be true for
D
any prime power k = ln.

Applying Corollary 5.4,

we

COROLLARY 5.5. Let X ~

obtain

Z[Gm].

Then X ~

mZ[Gm] +J if and only if 03B8 X ~ 0

(mod m).
LEMMA 5.6. Let

Then

if and only if
Proof.

This follows

PROPOSITION 5.7.
Proof. Let

directly

from Theorem C.

D

w E End(Jm).

In view of Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6, to prove the proposition, it suffices to
verify that 03B8~r,s E m Z [Gm] for all (r, s) E Zl.
By Lemma 5.1, and using the fact that Ta ~ 1 + a(T-1) (mod(T -1)2), we

have that:

Therefore, 03B8hr,s

~

0

(mod m),

as

required.

D

LEMMA 5.8. Let X, Y, Z E Q[Gm], and let 1 be either
subring Z[Gm] + J. Suppose that

an

ideal

of Q[Gm]

for all (r, s) E Zl. Then (03C3-1)2X, (03C3-1)(03C4 -1)X, (03C4 -1)2X El, with
statements for Y

Proof.
for all

and Z.

From X + Y + Z E 1 and

(r,S)~Z2. By setting

(5. 1),

we

obtain

or

the

similar
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and

using the hypothesis that m is coprime

Setting

r = s

=

1,

we

to

3,

we

obtain:

get

From (5.4) and (5.6), it follows that Y(03C303C4-1)+Z(03C42-t)~I. Together with (5.5),
the latter gives (-r -1)2Z e I. By symmetry, (U-1)lZ E I. Adding (5.3) and (5.4), we
obtain Y(03C303C4-1) + Z(03C303C4-03C3)~I. Together with (5.5), (03C3-1)(03C4-1)Z ~I
follows.
D

COROLLARY 5.9. Let

Then

left A-module isomorphism. In particular, Ker(03A6|Q[Gm.p]) JQ[Gm, p].
Proof. Let a = X + Y03C1+Z03C12 ~ Ker(03A6), with X, Y, Z~Q[Gm]. Since a acts
the zero endomorphism, we have
is

=

a

as

By Lemma 5.8, (03C3-1)(03C4-1)X E J. Since (03C3-1))(03C4-1) is a unit in Q[Gm]/J, we
have that X E J. Likewise, Y and Z are in J. This proves the lemma.
D
COROLLARY 5.10. m(End(Jm) n 03A6(Q[Gm, 03C1])) ~ 03A6(Z[Gm, p]).
Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 (taking I=Z[Gm] + J),
and the fact that there is a y ~ Z[Gm] such that m - (03C3-1)(03C4-1)y (mod J). D
COROLLARY 5.11. The element W ~ Q[Gm,03C1] is not in Z[G] + Ker(03A6).
Proof. Let m 7, and let be 03B8(03C3-1-1)(03C303C42-1)(03C3203C4-1) in Q[Gm]. By
Theorem A, if annihilates Ker(03A6). Suppose that W X + Y, where X E Z[Gm]
and Y e ker(O). Then
=

The coefficient of

6

in 03C3- 103C4-3I1(03C3)I3(03C4) is

whence 6c is congruent to

12(m-23)

or - 48

(mod m).

In

particular,

c

is not
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divisible

m

by m, a contradiction. This proves

Z[G] + Ker(03A6) for

that W is not in

7.

Suppose again that W~Z[G]+Ker(03A6). Then

Now let m = 5.

for

some

x,

y ~03A6(Z[G5,03C1]).

From

I0(03C3-103C4)(1 + i) = 0 in End(Js), we have

By Corollary 5.9,
This is not the

case

by

an

This contradiction shows,
6.

Endomorphisms of Jm,

Proceeding

as

under (D is in
W m W and
=

in

explicit computation using

as

following facts

Z[G] + Ker(03A6).

0

II

Proposition 5.6,

we can

End(Jm). Alternatively,
=

not in

before, that W is

the

also show that the

we can

image v of

deduce this fact

as

follows. Let

m v Then

Therefore

Let

with X, Y, Z E Z[Gm]. Then

A direct calculation shows that the annihilator
ideal generated by 03A3m-1j=0 i’. Therefore,

and

of (1-03C4)

in

(Z/mZ)[GQ

is the
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We will

now

show that

Let

be such that

By Lemma 5.6, we may assume that X + Y + Z

=

0.

By Lemma 5.8, we have that

in Z[GmJ + J, with similar statements for Y and Z.
We choose X, Y and Z in Z[Gm] such that

are

Then

We wish to show that there

are

integers ax, bx

and cx such that

Let

and define ax
From

=

aO,1 -ao,o,

bx = ai ,o - ao,o

and cX=a0,0.

and

we

obtain the

following congruences respectively

By double induction
that

on

(r, s),

we can

prove that the above congruences

imply
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We omit the details here. We conclude that

Similarly,

Using

there

are

integers

ay, az,

by, bz,

cY, cz such that

Lemma 5.1,

is congruent modulo

mZ[G.]

to

Similarly,
Therefore,

and

From

it follows that

Setting (r,s)=(-1,1) and (r,s)=(203BB,03BB),
303BB ~ 1 (mod m), in (6.4), we obtain that

where 03BB~ Z is

It is clear that (6.4) and (6.5) are equivalent.
By Lemma 5.1 again, we note that 03B8I1(03C3)I3(03C4) and

respectively.

Let

03B3z ~ Z be such that

By Corollary 5.5,

yz

=

2az + 2bz

a

solution of

03B8I1(03C4)I3(03C3) are congruent to
+ cz

(mod m).

Then
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Similarly, there is 03B3Y E Z such that
y ~ bzI1(03C3)I3(03C4) - (az + bZ)I1(03C4)13(03C3) + 03B3YI1(03C3)I2(03C4)(mod(mZ[Gm] +J)).
Since

X+ +

= 0 (by assumption), X is congruent modulo mZ[Gm]

to

Hence,

By the remarks

beginning of this section,

at the

This proves the first statement of Theorem D.
COROLLARY 6.1. Let

Then the quotient group Q SIB is a free Z/mZ-module of rank 4.
Proof. We have shown that the following map is surjective
=

Let a,

b,

c, d ~ Z be such that

By Corollary 5.9,

we can

collect terms in

Multiplying throughout by me,

we

Q[G.]

get

Comparing coefficients of 03C4 and i2, we obtain 2a ~ 2b ~
coefficients of (1 and 03C32, a == 0 (mod m).
Next we collect terms in Q[Gm]03C1 in (6.6), and we use
to get

Multiplying by 0,

we

conclude that d

We end this section

=

by showing that,

0 (mod m).
when

m

is odd,

c

(mod m). Looking at
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Let X,

Y~Q[Gm]

be such that

This is

equivalent

to

4jX + Yi) ~ End(Jm). Then, for

all r E Z,

Let M denote

We claim that

Recall that

and I0(03C3) generates the ideal J n Z[G.]. Since m is odd by hypothesis, in the ring

and the

equality

in Z[Gm] implies that (1 - 03C3-1)0394 = 0. Furthermore, 1- 03C3 is a unit in
and so we have 0394 ~ (I0(03C3), 03C3 - 03C4)Q[Gm]. It then follows from

Q[03C3]/(I0(03C3))

that

In

is

particular, the ring

free Z-module.
We define a homomorphism ~ : M ~ R as follows. Let Z E M be such that
(lT--r)Z = a + k, where a E Z[Gm] and k E J. We then define ~(Z) a. Clearly 0 is
well-defined and a homomorphism, and Ker( 4» contains Z[Gm] + J + Ke«J - z).
We wish to show that they are equal.
Let ZEKer(4)). Write (03C3-03C4)Z=(03C3-03C4)a+k, for some a ~ Z[Gm] and some
k ~ J. Then a=O(Z)=0 in R implies that a = a1I0(03C3) + a2(03C3 - 03C4) for some ai,
a2 ~Z[Gm]. Then
a

=
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To show that

is

equivalent

Hence,

to

we can

showing that

replace

For X E Q[Gm], let

fields,

Z

by Z - a2,

and

assume

that

(a -,r)Z E J.

X be its image in Q[Gm]/J. Since Q[Gm] is

a

product

of

it follows that

Therefore, Z E Ker(03C3 -03C4) + J. Thus we have shown that the kernel of 0 is
Z[Gm]+J+Ker(03C3-03C4). So 0 induces a monomorphism
from a torsion Z-module into a torsion-free Z-module. This
M Z[GJ + J + Ker(03C3- -r), and our claim is established.
An easy calculation shows that

implies

that

=

Thus

and

By Lemma 1.6, I0(03C3-103C4)(1 + i) is in Ker(O).
This

completes the proof of Theorem

We conclude that

D.
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